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Campus Report Mar 8, 2007
03.08.2007 | Faculty, Campus and Community Meet some of the new colleagues who have
joined the University of Dayton in recent months.
Admission
Robert T. Cannon joins the support staff as admission coordinator, processing data for
international and undergraduate students. He previously worked at Central State University.
Advancement
Justin Bayer joins is director of development for the Northeast Region. Coming from the University of Vermont and employed
earlier at UD as a student tour guide, Bayer will focus on building relationships with UD alumni, friends and parents.
Mary Lauterbach is associate director of donor relations. She was most recently employed at St. Christopher Parish.
Biology
Kenta Nakamura is a post-doctoral researcher working in lens regeneration.
Center for International Programs
Tina Manco is the partnership and exchange coordinator for the Center for International Programs. She most recently was
employed with Middletown Public Library and says she will work to "enhance the overall internationalization of UD."
Chemistry
Gary E. Miller is a chemistry technician, managing the inorganic chemistry stockroom and labs in Wohlleben Hall.
Law School
Jackie Anderson works as the enrollment recruitment coordinator in the law school’s admission office, "reporting the excellent
statistics and trends associated with the law school." Her cousin Jessica Ravine is a graduate student at UD.
Kelly Ann Henrici is the executive director of the law and technology program. Henrici joined the law school in January, after
working at the Relizon Co.
Learning Teaching Center
Ryan Allen is an e-learning specialist who supports online course development tools for faculty. He most recently was
employed with Heidelberg College.
Parking Services
Matthew S. Smith joined the parking services team in College Park Center. Smith previously worked in the Research Institute
from 1997 to 1999. His new responsibilities include, he says, “parking tickets, jump-starting cars, booting cars and towing cars.
Research Institute
Jianjun Hu is a senior research physicist in Nonmetallic Materials, working at the Wright- Patterson Air Force Base location. Hu
started in November.
Susan Mueller is an associate research biologist in the fuels group. She is conducting microbiology research on jet fuels,
working at the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base location.
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Mike Dunekacke and Elizabeth Timmons are web content specialists in UDit’s internet development division. Dunekacke
comes to UD from Design Forum; Timmons previously worked for Bellbrook United Methodist Church. Both joined the staff this
past October.
